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I. INTRODUCTION

THE increasing demand of capacity in optical transport
networks (OTN) has pushed transmission systems to

100 Gbps per wavelength in dense WDM and beyond. In these
conditions, the receiver is required to perform ultra-narrow filter-
ing as well as polarization mode and chromatic dispersion com-
pensation. Besides, inter-channel non linearities limit the power
at the transmitter. Today, high speed analog to digital convert-
ers (ADC) enable coherent detection of the modulated optical
signal. Coherent detection acts like an ultra-narrow WDM filter
and enables DSP for electronic dispersion compensation. Cur-
rent 100 G transceivers employ polarization multiplexed QPSK
and QAM formats and intradyne digital coherent receivers.

In coherent optical receivers, third generation forward error
correction (FEC) codes with net coding gain (NCG) higher than
10 dB are based on soft-decision (SD) and iterative decoding.
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This has been the key enabling factor to improve performance
and extend transmission distances even further. In the last two
decades, a lot of activity in FEC code design has been triggered
by soft-iterative decoding of concatenated codes, such as turbo
codes [1] or low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [2]. Many
authors have worked extensively on the application of soft-FEC
codes to OTN. This application field specifically requires high
reliability and parallelization, due to a very high bit rate process-
ing. These two needs have driven the choice on turbo product
codes (TPC) [3] or LDPC codes. At the beginning, the need
for high code rates and very low error rates made researchers
focus on TPCs [4], which still show some advantages in terms
of iterations and low power consumption [5]. LDPC codes have
also been investigated in binary [6], non-binary [7], and convo-
lutional form [8], up to the more recent spatially coupled LDPC
codes [9].

In LDPC codes for OTN, special attention must be paid to
the error floor. To overcome this problem, the simplest solu-
tion is to rely on an outer (generally hard decoded) FEC code
concatenated with the inner LDPC code [10], [11], [12], [9].
Recently, floorless LDPC codes have been designed [13], [14].
These codes are able to reach the desired error rate without an
outer concatenated code, due to their extremely low error floor.

All of the above SD-FEC solutions assume ideal coherent
detection, that is often not the case in practice. In an intra-
dyne transmission system, the incoming optical signal is mixed
by means of a polarization and phase diversity optical front
end with the signal emitted by a local receiver laser. The local
receiver laser frequency is not locked to the incoming signal. In-
stead, the two generally differ by a much smaller value than the
modulation symbol-rate. Estimation and compensation of the
residual phase and frequency error is performed after the ADC
by DSP algorithms for carrier recovery and demodulation. Due
mostly to implementation constraints, DSP operations currently
implemented in coherent receivers are based on non-data aided,
or blind, equalization and synchronization algorithms. Blind
carrier recovery algorithms have the key advantage of using the
contribution of all transmitted symbols for channel estimation,
and thus exhibit fast carrier phase and frequency tracking, as
required by optical transmission. However, they generally suf-
fer from phase ambiguity due to phase slips, which prevents
absolute phase estimation of the received carrier. As a conse-
quence of a phase slip, the demodulated signal is phase rotated
compared to the receiver phase reference from the instant the
slip event has occurred.

This problem is often overcome by using differential mod-
ulation (DM), which encodes information on phase changes
rather than on the absolute phase values. However, differential



Fig. 1. Equivalent model for the channel affected by phase slips (BPSK).

decoding leads to a significant decline in receiver sensitivity,
that exceeds 1 dB at the SD-FEC target BER for QPSK. An
alternative approach, widely used in radio communications,
is to avoid differential encoding by periodic insertion of
time-division multiplexed pilot symbols. Pilot symbols pro-
vide the carrier phase recovery circuit with the transmitter
phase reference, which can be used for absolute phase error
estimation. Since pilot symbols do not carry information, their
rate should be kept as low as possible, to avoid reducing the
information data rate or introducing SNR penalties. In fiber
communications, however, the carrier phase recovery circuit
requires phase estimation on each symbol to efficiently track the
carrier phase noise, which is a fast random process introduced
by the laser source and fiber nonlinearities on the optical carrier
[15]. Operating with a low pilot rate leads to a reduction of
the demodulator phase noise tracking abilities, and thus, to
frequent phase errors, even in presence of moderate laser phase
noise.

Phase estimation can be performed by any blind search algo-
rithm, such as the Viterbi & Viterbi synchronizer or the max-
imum likelihood phase search (MLPS) algorithm followed by
phase unwrapping. The probability that a blind phase estimator
commits phase slips depends on the statistical properties of the
phase noise affecting the received signal. After demodulation
with the estimated phase, the phase noise will be compensated
and the signal will be left with additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) from the channel and phase slips (PS) introduced by
the process of phase estimation. Fig. 1 shows the effect of this
PS channel on the transmitted bits, in case of BPSK. A similar
channel model, with independent slips and (polarization depen-
dent) AWGN is considered in [16].

A careful capacity analysis of the PS channel reveals that the
loss from coherent demodulation can be considerably reduced
by block differential modulation (BDM) [17]. In this modulation
scheme, described in Section II, each codeword is divided into
blocks of n adjacent symbols. Within each block, any rotated
version of an admissible transmitted sequence corresponds to
the same bit sequence so that the absolute phase does not matter.
In this way, n − 1 information symbols can be transmitted. In
addition, another symbol is differentially encoded through the
phase difference between the blocks. BDM is robust against PS,
even when the PS occurrence rate is unknown, without paying
the cost in SNR required by DM.

This paper assumes a concatenated FEC scheme with an
outer block code, and proposes an inner FEC design based
on LDPC codes that embeds block differential demodulation,

making the code robust to occasional phase slips. Latency
and complexity are almost unchanged compared to a standard
LDPC decoder. It starts with the design of a binary LDPC
code for BPSK in Section III. Then, the principle is extended
to QPSK in Section IV that proposes an LDPC code design in
Z4 (QLDPC), suited to BDM. Using this code on QPSK, the
transmission rate is doubled with the same code and symbol
rate adopted for BPSK. Finally, in Section V, to further increase
the spectral efficiency, mapping methods that allow modulation,
demodulation and decoding of QLDPC on 16-QAM symbols
are designed. This coding and modulation scheme, thus, covers
all rates from 40 to 200 Gbps in WDM optical transmission,
enduring occasional cycle slips of the carrier phase.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

At time i, a BPSK, QPSK, or QAM symbol Xi is transmitted,
and in absence of phase slips the received symbol is

Yi = Xi + Ni (1)

where {Ni} is an iid sequence of Gaussian random variables
with variance N0/2 per axis. In presence of phase slips, the
received symbol is

Yi = SiXi + Ni (2)

where Si ∈ {+1,−1} for BPSK and Si ∈ {exp(jkπ/2)} (k =
0, 1, 2, 3) for QPSK and QAM. The channel phase state Si

changes at random time instants.
This paper assumes that the recovered carrier is perfect, but

for phase slips. The detailed evolution of the instantaneous phase
reference when a phase slip occurs is nonlinear, and depends on
the closed loop bandwidth of the synchronizer. For simplicity,
these details are not taken into account.

The channel model is a memoryless phase slip channel, where
phase slips are instantaneous, independent events occurring with
probability Ps . A slip changes the phase Si of all subsequent
symbols, until a new phase slip occurs.

Typically, carrier synchronizers for QPSK and QAM intro-
duce phase slips only toward adjacent symbols (with symmet-
rical probabilities, Ps/2 each). This behavior is included in the
channel model, and in the simulation results presented in this
paper.

Block differential modulation (BDM) [17] is designed to
withstand phase slips. The codeword to be transmitted is mapped
onto small blocks of n modulated symbols. Let V

(j )
i be the ith

symbol of the jth block. For the sake of simplicity, in the follow-
ing the superscript (j) is omitted whenever possible, in particular
when symbols belonging to the same n-tuple are considered.

Let m = n − 1. In M -PSK BDM a transmitted sequence
{X0 , . . . , Xn−1} = {1, V1 , . . . , Vm} and its rotated versions
{U,UV1 , . . . , UVm}, where

U = exp
(

j
2πk

M

)
k ∈ {0, 1} or k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} (3)

carry the same information. Due to the phase ambiguity, in-
formation is mapped onto m = n − 1 symbols instead of n.



However, an additional symbol Z(j ) can be transmitted by dif-
ferential encoding between adjacent blocks

U (j ) = Z(j )U (j−1) . (4)

Thus, BDM is a generalized form of differential modula-
tion, applied to blocks of symbols instead of one symbol at a
time. This allows to recover the large performance gap between
differential modulation and coherent transmission almost
completely [17].

In case of BPSK and QPSK, the symbols U , V , Z, and X
belong to the same (binary or quaternary) constellation. In case
of QAM, the symbols U and Z are QPSK, while the symbols V
and their rotated versions X = UV are QAM. Eventually only
symbols X are transmitted.

Roughly speaking, the information carried by symbols V is
not affected by phase slips, which have an effect only on the
symbols U . In the following, it is shown that BDM allows to
design efficient LDPC codes for the phase slip channel, with
BPSK, QPSK, and also QAM signaling.

III. LDPC CODES FOR BDM-BPSK

BDM for BPSK divides each codeword into blocks of n
bits xi ∈ {0, 1}1. Within each block, every admissible sequence
0, v1 ...vm and its complement 1, v̄1 ...v̄m transmit the same in-
formation v1 ...vm . An additional information bit u is differen-
tially encoded through the phase of the blocks. The hypothesis
is that phase slips are rare enough to keep the carrier phase un-
changed within two consecutive n-tuples of symbols, with high
probability. If a cycle slip occurs between adjacent n-tuples, the
decision on v1 ...vm is untouched. The effect is an error in u,
which is encoded through the phases of the adjacent blocks. If
the cycle slip occurs inside an n-tuple also the information bits
v inside the n-tuple are corrupted. This additional noise affects
few symbols, yet. BDM over very short blocks, even with n = 4,
has almost no loss compared to coherent transmission. Above
0.7 bits per dimension, no loss is expected [17, Figs. 3, 4, and
6(a)]. Besides, in presence of phase slips, the BDM capacity
degrades gracefully [17, Fig. 5].

In general, achieving capacity with multilevel constellations
and binary codes requires a multi-level coding (MLC) and multi-
stage decoding (MSD) strategy [18]. For instance, if n = 4,
there should be four different codes, one for each of the four
bits mapped onto the 4-D constellation. MSD requires that the
codes be decoded in cascade. Unfortunately, this increases the
required memory as well as the latency.

Parallel decoding can be used to avoid MSD. In general,
parallel decoding of a multilevel construction is not optimal, as
some exchange of messages between different levels is required
to achieve the constellation capacity. The goal is to achieve this
by means of LDPC codes, thanks to the exchange of information
during the iterations, which is intrinsic to LDPC decoding. In
fact, the modulator for BDM can be implemented simply by
adding to each m-tuple of bits v1 , . . . , vm one reference bit u,

1To ease the presentation of the LDPC code, in this Section, we let u, v, x ∈
{0, 1} instead of considering U, V, X ∈ {+1,−1}.

Fig. 2. The encoder for embedded LDPC coding and BDM for BPSK symbols.

Fig. 3. Parallel u, . . . , u + vm decoder based on iterative LDPC decoding on
parity check matrix Hx .

producing the transmitted n-tuple⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

x0 = u
x1 = u + v1
x2 = u + v2

...
xm = u + vm .

(5)

The sequence of bits u is differentially encoded, and the se-
quence of bits v is an LDPC codeword, as shown in Fig. 2.
The problem with the BDM demodulator is that if individual
metrics are evaluated just once for all bits v, and sent to the de-
coder without iterative updating (exchanging information with
the LDPC decoder), the capacity loss of differential BPSK can-
not be avoided. It is essential that the metrics of bits v be updated
during decoding, and the metrics of u must be refined as well.
With the above choice (5), this can be done by decoding the
LDPC code X whose parity check matrix Hx is obtained by
combining the parity check matrix Hv with the equation (5) of
the BDM modulator. Once the bits x are decoded, bits v and
u can be derived inverting (5) and the corresponding informa-
tion bits can be recovered by simple extraction (the code V is
systematic) and differential decoding, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 3.

A. LDPC Code Design

To design a capacity achieving LDPC code, its variable node
(VN) and check node (CN) degree distributions must be fine
tuned. The performance of LDPC code ensembles can be pre-
dicted by density evolution (DE), which is able to track the
probability density functions (pdf) of extrinsic messages along
the iterations on a tree [19].

The LDPC code to be optimized for iterative decoding is X ,
but the unconstrained LDPC code is V . Hence, the need to seek
an LDPC code V that produces a good LDPC code X as, of
course, there is a relationship between the degree distributions
of codes V and X .

Consider codeword vi, i = 1...Nv encoded with an LDPC
code of rate Rv = 1 − Nc

Nv
of given parity check matrix



Fig. 4. Thresholds for right-regular LDPC codes under various design con-
straints, as a function of the CN degree (dc ) (Gaussian DE approximation).

Hv [Nc × Nv ]. Apply BDM equation (5) to the stream vi . An
equivalent LDPC parity matrix for the variables xi can be de-
rived, with Nv (1 + 1/m) VNs, Nc CNs, and rate

Rx = 1 − Nc

Nv + Nv

m

= 1 − Nc

Nv

m

m + 1
. (6)

Let ρv (z) =
∑

j ρ
(v )
j zj−1 and λv (z) =

∑
i λ

(v )
i zi−1 be the

check and variable degree distributions of the LDPC code V
(edge perspective). In the LDPC code V a CN of degree j is
connected to j variables v, taken from different n-tuples. In the
LDPC code X the same CN is also connected to j variables u

(one for each n-tuple). Then, ρ
(x)
2j = ρ

(v )
j , i.e.,

ρx(z) =
∑

j

ρ
(v )
j z2j−1 = zρv (z2). (7)

For simplicity, let all the m variables v of an m-tuple have the
same degree i. An edge connecting a variable v to a CN produces
another edge connecting u to the same CN. Then, beside the mi
edges of degree i stemming from variables v inside the m-tuple,
there are another mi edges of degree mi stemming from the
variable u. Therefore

λx(z) =
1
2

∑
i

λ
(v )
i

(
zi−1 + zmi−1)

=
1
2
λv (z) +

1
2
zm−1λv (zm ) . (8)

Equations (7) and (8) are additional constraints on λx(z) and
ρx(x) that may penalize the LDPC convergence compared to
an unconstrained design. The DE analysis has been modified
to include the above constraints. The search is limited to right-
regular codes (i.e., codes with just one CN degree) to simplify
the decoder implementation.

Fig. 4 plots the best thresholds, for a target BER of 10−4 after
16 iterations with a right-regular LDPC with CN degree dc .

Another useful constraint is the absence of deg-2 informa-
tion variables. This can be obtained by designing an irregular

repeat-and-accumulate (IRA) code, with the additional benefit
that the encoder is simplified [20]. The minimum CN degree
compatible with these requirements is 32. Fig. 4 shows that the
loss compared to an unconstrained code design is negligible. A
gap of 0.55 dB from capacity is expected, notwithstanding the
BDM and IRA additional constraints.

The complexity of the LDPC decoder increases with the CN
degree dc . An unconstrained design could work with, say, dc =
28 (or even dc = 26, if some further loss can be accepted). The
increased CN degree is the (small) complexity cost to be paid
for the BDM feature.

B. LDPC Decoding and Simulation

One of the advantages of the FEC scheme proposed here is
that BDM demodulation is embedded into LDPC decoding of
code X , which is well suited to hardware implementation.

LDPC decoding is done by message passing (MP), iteratively
activating the CNs and the VNs of the Tanner graph of the code.
The message sent by an VN over an edge is the sum of the mes-
sages received from the other edges, plus the channel message.
CN decoding is more complex. In a practical implementation,
the tanh operations [2] of the CNs are replaced by a simple min
search among the input messages, with a conditional or uncon-
ditional correction factor, leading to the so called min-sum-offset
implementation. The best performance is obtained when the off-
set is conditional. The reader can refer to the vast literature about
LDPC decoding implementation for more details (see, e.g., [21]
and [22]).

Different activation strategies in the MP schedule show dif-
ferent advantages and drawbacks [23]. In parallel MP, at each
iteration all the VNs are simultaneously activated, and extrinsic
messages going toward CNs are computed. Then, all CNs simul-
taneously update their extrinsic information, going backward to
the VNs and so on. In sequential (or serial or layered) mes-
sage passing, CNs are activated sequentially. Usually, sequential
decoding guarantees faster convergence than parallel message
passing [23]. A heuristic assumption says that the number of
iterations can nearly be halved.

In addition to the faster convergence of sequential decod-
ing, another property makes its adoption mandatory in the case
of BDM-LDPC. The construction (5) introduces unescapable
short cycles (with girth four) among each variable v and its
phase reference u. These cycles penalize the code performance
when all parity check equations are updated in parallel. When
the equations are processed sequentially, the reference variable
u is updated through many other variables of each m-block,
between two consecutive exchanges of messages with the same
variable v.

We have designed an LDPC code of blocksize N = 14220
and rate R = 0.86 embedding BDM with m = 3. Performing
Monte Carlo simulations, the carrier recovered at the demod-
ulator is affected by phase slips, according to the PS channel
model in Fig. 1. Phase slips are instantaneous, random, and
happen with probability Ps . The BDM-LDPC code has the
performance shown in Fig. 5(a) as a function of the number
of iterations with Ps = 0, and in Fig. 5(b) as a function of



Fig. 5. Performance of BPSK BDM-LDPC, with various decoding iterations
and Ps = 0 (a), and with various phase slip probabilities after 20 decoding
iterations (b).

Ps after 20 iterations. For rare phase slips
(
Ps ≤ 10−4

)
, the

BDM-LDPC achieves BER = 10−3 with Es/N0 < 2.6 dB,
with no practical loss compared to Ps = 0. Note that with
Ps = 10−4 , about half the codewords of length Nv = 14220
are affected by random phase changes inside the block.

In Fig. 5(b), the error floors are due to the errors occurring
in the (uncoded) information stream differentially modulated in
symbols u. Each phase slip at the demodulator that occurs during
the reception of an n-tuple produces an error in the information
bit iu of the reference phase symbol u. Since this occurs with
probability ≈ nPs , the expected error floor is

BERf (Ps) ≈ nPs
Nv/m

Nv/m + RvNv
=

Ps

Rx
. (9)

There is also an error floor due to the small minimum dis-
tance of the code. The BDM construction with n = 4 produces
codewords at Hamming distance 4. The corresponding error
floor, visible in Fig. 5(b) when Ps = 0, has no effect on the
concatenated code.

With an outer hard-decoded code such as the one described in
ITU G975-I9 [24], it was verified by FPGA that an input BER
approximately equal to 2 · 10−3 achieves an overall BER below
10−13 . Fig. 5(b) shows that any Ps below 10−4 is completely
transparent to the system. BDM works also at Ps = 10−3 , at the
cost of some SNR increase (0.2 dB, roughly)2.

IV. LDPC CODES FOR BDM-QPSK

In this Section, the approach presented so far is generalized
to QPSK modulation, to double the spectral efficiency to 2 bits

2Beyond Ps = 10−3 , concatenation with the outer code is not enough to
tackle the error floor. In this case, only pure differential modulation can produce
a BER below 2 · 10−3 at the input of the outer decoder. This implies the use of
a differential soft-out demodulator, but does not require changes in the LDPC
decoder. Of course, an increased SNR is required, due to the capacity loss of
differential modulation.

per symbol. With 25 Gbaud and dual polarization mode, the
target of 100 Gbit/s transmission is reached. The goal of this
code design is a system still robust to occasional phase slips,
if possible without loss compared to coherent transmission and
detection, and with little additional complexity.

Now we let u, v, x ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} instead of considering
U, V,X ∈ {exp(jkπ/2)}. Again the BDM scheme corresponds
to (5), mod 4 of course. The stream of variables u is differen-
tially encoded. Once again, BDM demodulation is embedded
into the LDPC decoding of symbols v to avoid increasing the
receiver complexity. The difference here is that false locks may
induce phase slips (i.e., carrier rotations) at multiples of π/2. To
build a symbol sequence “robust” to these phase rotations, an
LDPC code with symbols in the ring Z4 , namely a quaternary
LDPC (QLDPC) code, must be designed. As for BPSK, each
parity equation of an LDPC code V involving the ith VN of
the jth m-tuple v

(j )
i is translated into the corresponding par-

ity equation of the LDPC code X that includes also its phase
reference u(j ) = x

(j )
0

∑
i,j

v
(j )
i = 0 ⇒

∑
i,j

(
x

(j )
i − x

(j )
0

)
= 0 mod 4. (10)

A. QLDPC Code Design

The design of non-binary LDPC codes has been investigated
in particular for finite fields GF (q) [25], [26], [27]. Many as-
pects also hold for LDPC codes in rings. Still, they have some
peculiarities compared to GF (q) LDPC codes, discussed in
[28] and [29]. In [28], irregular LDPC codes are designed for
M-PSK, on the basis of EXIT curves empirically evaluated. In
[30], an LDPC decoder proposed for a sampled and wrapped
Gaussian channel aims at achieving almost the same perfor-
mance as a (vectorial) BP decoder aware of the sampling and
wrapping effects, yet with smaller complexity.

The ring Z4 is not widely investigated, mainly because Gray-
mapped QPSK is equivalent to BPSK, and thus, binary LDPC
codes can be used with QPSK modulation without any constel-
lation penalty. In [31], a Z4 LDPC code is designed with degree
distributions borrowed from binary LDPC codes, without an ex-
plicit justification. The use of these polynomials in conjunction
with Gray mapping and simplified decoding is justified in [29].
Therein, it is shown that irregular QLDPC codes can be designed
on the ring Z4 as if they were binary LDPC codes, with uni-
form distribution of the parity check coefficients in the reduced
ring {1, 3}. It is apparent from (10) that in the parity check ma-
trix of the LDPC code X only coefficients {+1,−1} ≡ {1, 3}
are needed, with an exact uniform distribution. This perfectly
matches the aforementioned problem.

The transmitted symbols are Gray mapped (separable) QPSK
symbols whose phases are labeled according to k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.
The QLDPC code is defined by a sparse parity check matrix H
whose entry hj,i ∈ Z4 is the coefficient of the ith QPSK symbol
xi in the jth parity equation, i.e.:

∑
i

hj,ixi = 0, j = 1...Nc . (11)



B. QLDPC Decoding Issues

Non-binary LDPC decoding has been widely investigated,
e.g., in [25], [32], [33], and [34], paying attention to performance
and complexity issues.

Ideal BP decoding is much heavier than that for binary codes,
both in terms of computational burden and memory require-
ments. In fact, messages are q-ary pdfs instead of scalar LLRs,
for both GF(q) or Zq . Besides q-ary pdfs need be multiplied at
VNs and convolved at CNs to produce extrinsic messages.

Soft CN decoders (like soft VN decoders), receive and output
extrinsic messages. These are the likelihoods of the four values
of a symbol x, given the received symbol sequence y. Messages
can take the form of a vector of likelihoods or probabilities
(after normalization) p with pi = p(y|x = i), i = 0, 1, 2, 3; of
a vector of log likelihoods (LL)Lwith Li = log pi ; or of a vector
of DFT transformed likelihoods f = Fp, with Fi,k = jik , where
i, k = 0, 1, 2, 3. These three forms are equivalent. Hereinafter,
“message” refers to any of these forms.

In the log-probability domain, products (that are badly suited
for hardware implementation) are replaced with sums, and sums
are replaced with max (or LUT-max) operations. Let L0 be
the channel likelihood of the variable vi , and let Lvi ←cj

be
the incoming message from CN cj . Then, Lvi →cm

, the output
extrinsic message to CN cm is

Lvi →cm
= L0 +

dv∑
j=1,j 	=m

Lvi ←cj
. (12)

This solves the computational complexity at VNs. At CNs
convolutions are quite heavy. For large fields GF (q) or ringsZq ,
the replacement of convolutions with DFTs and products can be
convenient, lowering the complexity of the single CN processing
from O(dcX q2) to O(dcX q log q). Some way to overcome the
implementation of products is still needed [34]. Let pcj ←vi

be
the incoming message from VN vi to CN cj , and let pcj →vm

be the output extrinsic message to VN vm . Then, pcj →vm
is the

convolution of all input messages pvi →cj
∀i 	= m, and its DFT

fcj →vm
reads

fcj →vm
=

dc∏
i=1,i 	=m

�
(
Wj,ifcj ←vi

)
(13)

where � is the Hadamard product. In general, Wj,i is a q × q
permutation matrix that takes into account the coefficient hcj ←vi

in (11) associated to the edge cj ← vi . With q = 4 and hcj ←vi
∈

{1, 3}, there are only two cases. When hcj ←vi
= 3, Wj,i is a

4 × 4 identity matrix, whereas if hcj ←vi
= 1, Wj,i swaps f1

and f3 of the vector fcj ←vi
. Note that this also corresponds to

exchanging p1 and p3 in the pdf.
In this case (q = 4), there is no practical advantage in per-

forming DFTs because the ring is small, not to mention that
treating q-ary instead of scalar messages only increases mem-
ory requirements. To simplify message storage and evaluation,
the pdfs of the Z4 symbols have been approximated with the
separable pdf that can be described by the two LLRs mM and
mL of the two bits transmitted in phase (MSB) and quadra-
ture (LSB), according to the Gray mapping: 00 → 0, 01 → 1,

Fig. 6. Performance of the QLDPC under binarized decoding and MAX-Log
decoding, with phase slip probability Ps = 0 at the demodulator, after various
decoding iterations.

11 → 2, 10 → 3. During the decoding process, each extrinsic
vector p generated by the CN decoders is marginalized so that
at each VN the combination of separable pdfs produces a sepa-
rable pdf. The following relations hold between a separable pdf
p, or its LL L, and the LLRs of its bits m:

p =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

emM /2emL /2

emM /2e−mL /2

e−mM /2e−mL /2

e−mM /2emL /2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , Li = log pi (14)

mM = log
p0 + p1

p2 + p3
, mL = log

p0 + p3

p2 + p1
. (15)

Normalization of p is not necessary.
A comparison of the performance of the two decoders in

Fig. 6 with (binarized) and without marginalization (quater-
nary), shows that the loss induced by marginalization is less
than 0.05 dB while the simplification is precious. The memory
requirements are the same as those for binary LDPC codes (1
scalar message per bit). In the binarized form, each CN receives
a vector of dc LLR pairs m(i) and for the VN vn has to evaluate
the extrinsic pdf pcj →vn

, namely π′, i.e., the pdf of the symbol:

x′
n = −

∑
i 	=n

hj,ixi . (16)

After exchanging the two LLRs of symbols xi when hj,i = 1,
the problem reduces to the convolution of dc − 1 separable pdfs.
The separable pdf of x′

n is determined by the pair

μ′
M = log

π′
0 + π′

1

π′
2 + π′

3

μ′
L = log

π′
0 + π′

3

π′
2 + π′

1
. (17)

The final result does not change when marginalized at each
step or just once at the end of the convolutions [29]. Thus,



the problem can be solved recursively, knowing how to derive
the pair μ′ arising from convolution-and-marginalization of the
separable pdfs p and π of two symbols, defined by the pairs m
and μ, respectively.

In the log-domain, the resulting LL Λ′ can be evaluated ex-
actly by convolution as

Λ′
i = log

⎛
⎝ 3∑

j=0

exp (Λj + Li−j )

⎞
⎠ , i ∈ Z4 (18)

where L and Λ are the LL linked to m and μ through
(14). A well-known approximation of (18), namely MAX-
Log, considers only the dominant term in the sum, and (18)
reduces to

Λ′
i ≈ Λ∗

i = max
j=0...3

{Λj + Li−j}, i ∈ Z4 . (19)

A full CN processing requires dc − 2 convolutions of dc − 1
pdfs. This can be accomplished by a forward and backward,
BCJR-style algorithm, with only 3dc convolutions.

C. Code Design and Simulation

An irregular QLDPC has optimal degrees that obey the same
equations as a binary irregular LDPC [29]. Therefore, degree
polynomials can be taken from the binary LDPC design of
Section III. With the same LDPC code rate as in the BPSK case,
the transmission rate is doubled thanks to the doubled spectral
efficiency of QPSK.

The number of CNs (now operating in Z4) is the same as in
the BPSK case. Like the LDPC project for BPSK modulation,
there is one phase reference variable u every third variable v.

After 20 sequential iterations the code with block length
Nv = 14220 reaches the target BER at Es/N0 = 5.5 dB un-
der ideal quaternary decoding, at 0.5 dB from capacity for
QPSK (Fig. 6 ).

Fig. 7 compares the performance of the ideal quaternary and
binarized decoders, in presence of phase slips. The performance
of the decoder with MAX-Log (19) convolutions has been plot-
ted as a reference. The phase slip probability Ps ranges from
0 to 2 · 10−3 . The QLDPC code could withstand also sudden
phase rotations by π, should they ever occur.

Each slip produces an error in the differentially modulated
symbol u. Thanks to Gray mapping, each slip affects only one
bit. Therefore, phase slips produce an error floor given by

BERf ≈ Ps

2Rx
. (20)

This error floor prevents the use of a coherent receiver above
Ps = 2 · 10−3 . A worsening of the SNR is visible only with
Ps > 10−4 , and is within one or two tenths of dB3.

V. APPLICATION OF QLDPC TO 16-QAM

The goal of this design is to double the bit rate using the same
FEC code designed for QPSK, moving from 1 bit per dimension
(QPSK) to 2 bits per dimension (16-QAM).

3When the probability of phase slip exceeds 2 · 10−3 pure differential mod-
ulation must be used, as in the BPSK case.

Fig. 7. Performance of the QLDPC under Quaternary, binarized decoding and
MAX-Log decoding, with phase slip probability Ps at the demodulator, after
20 sequential iterations.

Fig. 8. Three possible mappings on 16-QAM symbols: QPSK n-tuples can
be transmitted on MSS/LSS streams as in (a), on 16-QAM symbols as in (b), or
interleaved as in (c).

The QLDPC code is designed to be robust to phase rotations at
multiples of π/2. The 16-QAM constellation exhibits the same
symmetry, thus, the recovered carrier has the same phase ambi-
guity as QPSK. The QLDPC encoder/decoder is used also for
the new modulation. However, the constellation mapping must
be chosen carefully, to ensure that robustness to phase slips is
maintained. The points of the 16-QAM constellation are labeled
with a pair of Z4 symbols, namely the most significant symbol
(MSS) and the least significant symbol (LSS). The labeling must
insure that a rotation of the axes is mapped into a rotation of
the Z4 symbols. In principle, the rotations in the Z4 labels MSS
and LSS can be independent, provided that a whole n-tuple is
mapped onto the same Z4 stream (MSS or LSS), as in Fig. 8(a).
If the same rotation rule is used for MSS and LSS, the n-tuple
can be split on the two streams. In this case, it is preferable not
to map a pair from the same n-tuple onto the same 16-QAM
symbol, as shown in Fig. 8(b). A very short interleaver, involv-
ing two n-tuples and n 16-QAM symbols, is enough to avoid
this impairment [see Fig.8 (c)]. Simulations confirm that such
a simple interleaver is beneficial. However, with high Ps , the
mapping of Fig. 8(b) is preferable, because each slip affects a
single n-tuple.



Fig. 9. Constellation with separable mapping 16-QAMS .

Exhaustive inspection of all possible mappings found that
the largest capacity with coherent detection can be obtained
either by using the same rotation rule or by leaving one of the
labels (LSS) invariant to rotations. Eventually two mappings
were chosen. One, namely 16-QAMS , has bit labeling separable
on the two axes, thus has a simpler demodulator. The second,
namely 16-QAMI offers a better capacity and a lower BER.
Other mappings have been discarded because they offered less
capacity, or because the demodulation was too complex and the
capacity gain was negligible.

A. The Separable 16-QAM Mapping

Among many different choices with the same capacity, the bit
labeling 16-QAMS shown in Fig. 9 with Gray mapping of Z4
symbols {0 = 00, 1 = 01, 2 = 11, 3 = 10} is separable on the
two axes. As the QLDPC decoder works with bit LLR inputs,
this allows to design a very simple demodulator. Basically each
axis is divided into M intervals: the in-phase component of the
received signal determines the LLRs of the MSBs of the two Z4
symbols (MSS and LSS), whereas the quadrature component
determines the LLRs of the LSBs of the two Z4 symbols. The
16-QAMS constellation with bit-by-bit LLR output under co-
herent modulation has a 0.6 dB penalty compared to Gray
mapped 16-QAM. For instance, the capacity is 3.45 bits per
symbol with Es/N0 = 11.9 dB, instead of Es/N0 = 11.3 dB
with Gray mapping. There is a (small) advantage in mapping all
symbols u over MSSs as in Fig.8 (c). The reason is that MSS
bits carry the largest capacity in this constellation. The block
diagram of the transmitter for the 16-QAMS constellation is
plotted in Fig. 10.

Fig. 11 plots the BER at the output of the QLDPC decoder,
as a function of the number of decoding iterations (a) and of
Ps (b). With low Ps the target BER = 2 · 10−3 is obtained with
Es/N0 = 12.6 dB, less than 0.7 dB far from capacity.

In Fig. 11(b), the probability of slip ranges from 0 to 5 · 10−3 .
With Ps > 10−3 mapping (b) is preferable. As for QPSK, each

Fig. 10. Block diagram of the transmitter for 16-QAMS constellation.

Fig. 11. Performance of the QLDPC decoder with 16QAMS after various
sequential iterations with Ps = 0 (a) and after 20 sequential iterations with
various Ps (b).

PS produces an error in one phase reference u. Each 16-QAM
symbol carries a pair of Z4 symbols, thus the error floor at high
SNR is half the level given by (20) for QLDPC-BDM and the
BDM scheme works up to Ps = 5 · 10−3 .

B. The Invariant 16-QAM Mapping

Another interesting choice is the “invariant” mapping, shown
in Fig. 12, hereinafter referred to as 16-QAMI . The Z4 LSS are
invariant to carrier phase slips, while the MSSZ4 symbols rotate
with the axes as in 16-QAMS . Thus, for the n-tuples on the LSS
stream, there is no need to accumulate the symbols u. Only
n-tuples mapped on the MSS stream need an accumula-
tor. Fig. 13 shows the block diagram of the transmitter for
16-QAMI . Note the stream separation before accumulation and
mapping.

The 16-QAMI constellation with bit-by-bit LLR output ex-
hibits a small advantage compared to 16-QAMS . Note that the
LSSs in this constellation are invariant, and can be modulated
and demodulated coherently even under frequent phase slips.
Thus, this constellation is more robust to the inherent “noise”
due to frequent phase slips, as it only affects the MSS stream
that is more protected.

Fig. 14(a) plots the BER at the output of the QLDPC decoder
after various decoding iterations with Ps = 0. Fig. 14(b) shows
the effect of slip probabilities ranging from 0 to 5 · 10−3 . With



Fig. 12. Constellation with invariant LSS mapping: 16-QAMI .

Fig. 13. Block diagram of the transmitter for 16-QAMI .

Fig. 14. Performance of the QLDPC decoder with 16QAMI after various
sequential iterations with Ps = 0 (a) and after 20 sequential iterations with
various Ps (b).

low Ps , there is a small gain compared to 16-QAMS (0.1 dB
at Ps = 10−3 ). When Ps = 5 · 10−3 , the 16-QAMI takes
advantage of the fact that the equivalent noise due to slips affects
only the MSS stream, and converges more rapidly to its error
floor. This gives a 0.4 dB advantage in SNR over 16-QAMS .

VI. CONCLUSION

Current 100 G transceivers employ polarization multiplexed
QPSK and QAM modulation formats and intradyne digital co-
herent receivers. In an intradyne transmission system, blind car-
rier phase recovery may incur errors, causing phase slips. The
overall channel including blind phase estimation can be modeled
as an AWGN channel, affected by phase slips.

Inspired by the capacity analysis of block differential modu-
lation on the PS channel [17], this paper proposed an inner FEC
design based on LDPC codes that embeds block differential de-
modulation, to make it robust to occasional phase slips. This
additional feature comes at almost the same cost as a standard
LDPC decoder, and performs very close to SD-FEC codes for
an ideal coherent channel. A binary code for BPSK-BDM has
been designed. Then, the concept has been extended to QPSK,
with an LDPC code design in Z4 (QLDPC). Finally, there exist
(at least) two mappings for the QLDPC code on 16-ary QAM
symbols that maintain the robustness to occasional cycle slips
of the carrier phase. This allows to further double the spectral
efficiency of the system.
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